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ABSTRACT

Objective: to analyze the perception of death of patients in the Intensive Care Unit and the relationship of imminent death with the physical recovery of the patient. Method: descriptive exploratory study with a qualitative approach, in which a structured interview script was used in the months of January and February 2013. In the data analysis, the technique of Content Analysis was used. The research project was approved by the Ethics Committee and Research, CAAE 04818912.0.0000.5182. Results: after data analysis, the following categories have emerged << Predominant face of ICU: death is its synonym >> and << the feeling of imminent death in the ICU: perception of trigger factors delaying patient’s recovery >>. Conclusion: Death was feared by patients. The association with death was because they think being admitted into ICU means a one-way street, not allowing them to see a life expectancy. Descritores: ICU; Death; Nursing; Patients.

RESUMO

Objetivo: analisar a percepção de morte dos pacientes na Unidade de Terapia Intensiva e a relação da morte iminente com a recuperação física do paciente. Método: estudo exploratório e descritivo, com abordagem qualitativa, no qual foi utilizado um roteiro de entrevista estruturada, nos meses de janeiro e fevereiro de 2013. Na análise dos dados, foi utilizada a Técnicas de Análise de Conteúdo. O projeto de pesquisa foi aprovado pelo Comitê de Ética e Pesquisa, CAAE 04818912.0.0000.5182. Resultados: após a análise dos dados, emergiram as categorias << A face preponderante da UTI: morte é seu sinônimo >> e << O sentimento de morte iminente na UTI: percepção desencadeadora de fatores que delongam a recuperação do paciente >>. Conclusão: a morte foi temida pelos pacientes. A associação com a morte se deu por achem que ser internado numa UTI significa um caminho sem volta, não se permitindo visualizar uma expectativa de vida. Descritores: UTI; Morte; Enfermagem; Pacientes.

RESUMEN

Objetivo: analizar la percepción de muerte de los pacientes en la Unidad de Terapia Intensiva y la relación de la muerte inminente con la recuperación física del paciente. Método: estudio exploratorio descriptivo con enfoque cualitativo, en el cual fue utilizada una guía de entrevista estructurada en los meses de enero y febrero de 2013. En el análisis de los datos fue utilizada la Técnica de Análisis de Contenido. El proyecto de investigación fue aprobado por el Comité de Ética e Investigación, CAAE 04818912.0.0000.5182. Resultados: después del análisis de los datos surgieron las siguientes categorías << La fase preponderante de la UTI: muerte es su sinónimo >> y << El sentimiento de muerte inminente en la UTI: percepción desencadenadora de factores que atrasan la recuperación del paciente >>. Conclusión: la muerte fue temida por los pacientes. La asociación con la muerte se dio por pensar que ser internado en una UTI significa un camino sin vuelta, sin permitirse visualizar una expectativa de vida. Descriptores: UTI; Muerte; Enfermería; Pacientes.
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INTRODUCTION

After the Second World War and the War in Korea, with initiatives to isolate the most serious patients, the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), realizing an old idea of Florence Nightingale.\(^1\) In this way, it would be possible to qualify the assistance and minimize the suffering by viewing the individual in all his dimensions favoring his recovery.\(^2\)

Through advanced mechanisms and specialized multidisciplinary team, this environment is responsible for providing a full and intensive care to patients who are in critical condition, but recoverable. Demanding a high cost, the patient is subjected to intense monitoring by restabilizing of their health.\(^3\)

Despite being a site responsible for restructuring the biological functions and make feasible life, in ICU the death is a constant variable and mostly the professionals do not have adequate training to prepare patients for this tragic fact.\(^4\)

The death, even though an inevitable process of life of human beings, is still discussed in everyday life, with a certain fear because in our culture the non-acceptance and the fear still prevails as taboos on this theme.\(^5\) This fact happens because the man is not ready or simply cannot face spontaneously end-of-life on the land, which incidentally happens when he is affected by some illness or situation that his life is put at risk.

Talking about death goes beyond biological, because it implies dealing with longing sadness, with the finding of human finitude and with the fear of the unknown, bringing to reality the whole feeling of fragility, of inconformity with the completion of the material, with the interruption of the desired future plans and separation from loved ones.\(^6\)

Dealing with death in ICU is not easy, and the place cause fear on the patient, motivating feelings of doubt, fear, and insecurity of not having done everything he wanted to do. These negativities have delays in the process of improvement, physical recovery and healing of the patient. In this context, it is still seen the unpreparedness of the professionals to address these situations, especially the nurses because they are the professionals who are in direct contact with the patient. It is necessary a study focused on the patient's perception of intensive therapy related to death, as well as his relationship with the physical recovery. Considering intensive care patients cannot get along satisfactorily with death yet, it is evidenced that the studies on this topic are few developed and disseminated by these patients.

Nevertheless, this research guides the nurses from ICU for the improvement of care provided, to reduce the suffering and contribute satisfactorily in supporting the patient and his family.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Florence Nightingale, in the middle of 1850s, in his empirical process of care, began to isolate the most severe patients during the Crimean War. This event was crucial to the emergence of the first ICUs, happening at the beginning of the 20\(^{th}\) century, arriving to Brazil in the 70s.\(^1\)

It was first deployed in the hospital Sírio Libanês in São Paulo with just 10 beds, currently a unit quite present within the hospitals, having a distinct geographical area, without traffic to other areas and with controlled access.\(^11\) Showing routines and differentiated standards, ICU requires distinct attention from every team involved in care, as well as broader scientific and updated knowledge.

Personal dimension happens in an interdisciplinary and multi-professional way.\(^12\) The intensive care team must rely on the doctor, physiotherapist, psychologist, nutritionist, social worker, pharmacist, speech therapist and the nursing staff, which must be composed basically by nurses and nursing technicians. Thus, in an ICU with 10 beds there are needed 20 members of nursing staff, of which 30% must be composed by nurses and the other 70% for nursing technicians.\(^1\)

As a primary objective, the intensive therapy aims to offer a comprehensive and intensive care to patients who are in critical condition, but recoverable. Thereby, it is necessary an appropriate physical space and specialized and qualified personal resources, which may demand its high cost. Through an intensive care team and distinct materials resource, the patient is monitored continuously until his health is reestablished.

In Brazil, this proposal was implemented in 1971 being the Hospital Sírio Libanês pioneer with ten beds.\(^13\)

The Ministry of Health has shown more commitment and subsidies with the intensive care units. Through trainings, development of projects, improvement in the quality of management and a network of continuous service, assistance in this environment has been showing effective, making a full attendance and the patients and professionals' satisfaction.\(^14\)
Involved in this context, nursing has the duty to provide a distinct service, based on the scientific knowledge acquired and the completeness of each patient. Being prepared for the unexpected, to react to the negative feelings, doubts and so common fear of death appearing, qualifies the nursing care and allows the patient to be received and acted upon at the level of their every need. 15

On these points that eventually invade patients’ psychological critics, death is one of the most feared. It causes different reactions in people, as some fear and appreciation of life in others, in such a way that they see it more fully. The vision of death has been modified with the transformations of society and it is directly related to its development, as well as their specific characteristics, values and customs. In this way, each company has their own behaviors, habits, beliefs and attitudes in the face of the dying process. 16

Despite being considered a sector that offers sophisticated material and human resources, all while in perfect harmony become able to prolong the life of patients, not always the life that prevails, but the end of it. This idea probably is related to the fact that the ICU is the end of many critical patients increasing exaggeratedly the frequency of deaths. Thus, to transfer a patient to the ICU, causes in them or in their families feelings such as fear, apprehension, uncertainties, and sense of imminent death. 4

The study of death, scientifically, occurs in Thanatology. The great development of this science occurred after the world wars, with the research of Hermann Feifel who wrote the classic “The meaning of death”. This work signals the movement of awareness of the importance of the discussion of the death topic, despite the interdiction mentality existing on the subject. The book includes texts on philosophy, art, religion and sociology. 6

Another factor that is triggered within the intensive care is the interruption or delay the psychobiological recovery of patients who enter in the ICU. Stigmatized for their vision of being an environment that brings improvement and recovery for life, the patients present anxiety that diminish reestabilizing the process of their health, further enhancing their stay at that place. 17

Thus, nobody wants or expects death, but when this happens, it involves a series of conflicts, and in relation to his own death, to his relatives, or even in the exercise of his profession, causing a relief of feelings such as anger, fear, insecurity, sadness, denial, anxiety, depression, feelings of guilt and concern. 4 In this sense, the individual while being ICU patient, need to understand this process and learn to live with this situation, trying to dissociate the idea that this hospital sector is place of death and complications, thus allowing a more rapid and complete physical recovery.

OBJECTIVE

- To analyze the perception of death of patients in the Intensive Care Unit and the relationship of imminent death with the physical recovery of the patient.

METHODOLOGY

Article elaborated from the Conclusion work << The influence of Perception of Death in the Recovery of Patients in Intensive Care Unit >>, from the Federal University of Campina Grande/UFCG. Cuité-PB, Brazil. 2013.

Exploratory and descriptive study with a qualitative approach. 7 The search scenario was in the adult ICU at the University Hospital Alcides Carneiro (UHAC), located in the city of Campina Grande-PB. The choice of location for conducting the study was determined by the fact that the perception of death being more frequent in this area, due to the constant complications associated with clinical aggravations and consequently the high occurrence of deaths. The own environment of this unit contributes to this big perception death by these patients, being the area that generates more stress, because: its own structure; the techniques and procedures; the clinical picture presented by the patient, interfering with the ability to adapt to changes in the individual and his family. 1

The target population was composed of seven patients of ICU of the UHAC, chosen according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The number of respondents followed the saturation criteria, which appears in qualitative research when cancelling the inclusion of new participants at the time that the data collected are repeated. 3 Thus, the addition of new participants would add little to the material, because the data will no longer be new, not contributing more significantly to research.

The data were collected in January and February 2013, through individual interview of indirect approach to the subject. This approach was in order to provide more freedom of expression in the answers of the interviewees, as well as decreasing the psychological repercussions. The script of the interview consisted of nine objective and
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essay questions, being structured in two parts, the first corresponds to the characterization of the subject and consisting of socioeconomic and educational issues, while the second part included specific issues, which responded to the objectives of the study. For the analysis of qualitative data, Analysis Technique of Content was used and for the characterization data the non-parametric statistics was employed presented in tables.

Because it is a research conducted with human beings, the ethical principles, established by Resolution No. 196/96 of the Ministry of health were observed, which advocates in its chapter III that research involving human beings must meet ethical and fundamental scientific requirements, highlighting, among its ethical principles (chapter III, item 1. a.) the need of the FICS of individuals targeted. This study was submitted to the Ethics Committee and Research of the UHAC, approved by the opinion paragraph CAAE 04818912.0.0000.5182.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the respondents, it was possible to register and discuss the subject's characterization, identifying gender, age group, marital status, education, occupation and disease. This data enables the understanding of how these variables can affect the perception of the process of death and dying in the Intensive Therapy, as well as in its recovery. Subsequently, the analysis was made of the discursive material from the interviews, with the aim of achieving the objectives of the research. To this end, two categories emerged: Predominant face of ICU: death is its synonym and the feeling of imminent death in the ICU: perception of trigger factors delaying patient's recovery.

Table I shows that most participants entered in the research were female, being 57% of the respondents, being of advanced age, composed of 57% elderly above 60 years old, confirming studies showing that advanced age is one of the factors that bring higher chances for admission of patients in ICU.

With respect to marital status, the vast majority are married, corresponding to 71% of participants, and the remaining are widows, which leads to understanding that it comes from a population with family bond, which can influence the patient's feelings before the hospitalization.
Table II shows the education and the profession of the research participants. Regarding education, 72% have incomplete elementary school, 14% have incomplete high school and higher education complete in same percentage, featuring a population with low education and low level of knowledge, which possibly reflects on their occupations. The professions reported during interviews were: farmers (43%), teachers (29%), Packagers (14%) and housekeepers (14%). In this case, to exercise the profession of teacher, it is necessary the presence of effective education for the professionalization.

Still on table II, it is evidenced by the disease and the corresponding CIDs 10 of respondents. It is realized that diseases were quite variable, being that none was repeated in patients, because the hospital unit do not specify in the study a group of diseases, featuring an Intensive Care Center.

**Category I – Predominant face of ICU: death is its synonym**

This category confirms that patients of ICU has the perception of death quite sharp, to associate it to that hospital sector. This is seen in the speeches from the subjects, as some excerpts of the interviews:

- [...] I have the impression, that at any moment we can die [...] (INT. 1)
- [...] I did not think about anything because I think I’ve arrived dead! I think I’ve been dead! Do you understand? (INT. 2)
- [...] Medicine has a lot, but it’s not going to do anything. When they take you for ICU, it is to die, that’s what I thought. I figured, thin that way I am, I say, I won’t come back alive... if I go to ICU it is because you are in the last minutes of your life. The confidence we have is just that, you’re going to die! (INT. 5)
- [...] I think only that name, ICU ... you already go to die! (INT. 5)

When in the ICU, the feeling that prevails in patients is fear and insecurity, due to vulnerability due to the severity of their clinical presentation and finding in an unknown environment, that they relate to death. For being admitted to an ICU, the anxiety and the degree of stress become larger by frustrating vision that exists in this sector, such as forecasting uncertain assumption and even risk of death.¹⁹

In all the reports, it can be realized the association that patients are between the ICU and death, showing that this hospital is seen as a synonym of death, because the patients report fear of dying at any time, simply by being in an ICU, others do not demonstrate any life expectancy to be transferred to this unit and there are those who only hear the term ICU, they think about death.

Thus, it should be noted that thinking about death is directly related to the hospitalization of the patient in an ICU, being this one of the most adverse manifestations present in the patient’s recovery process.¹

There is in the literature that advanced support is necessary for those individuals who have positive forecasts for life, but one of the numerous diseases that affect humans, the feeling of death is limited to a reasonable number of biological phenomenon that influence negatively in the process. Therefore, each patient reacts to this mechanism, even those showing similar pathologies.²⁰

The lack of life expectancy can be observed in the reports exposed, in which the patient is considered clinically severe at the time of transfer to the ICU, and for being in this environment they do not realize the difference in the process of dying of his recovery. They also report that there is no difference between these two processes, the
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[...] the delay of people taking the drug
[... ] (INT. 5)

It can be perceived, in the fragments of the participant’s interviews entered into the study, that the permanence in an ICU raises fear of dying, this feeling that reflects directly or indirectly in the clinical evolution of the patient, manner in which slows their recovery, which is expected to remain hospitalized longer. This unit is distinguished from others by demand of patients and also of professionals a high emotional charge to handle the various situations encountered, in addition to battle, at all times, with the dichotomy of life and death.12

In this context, the fear of death, quite common among these patients, is a factor that interferes negatively for the high time of the ICU. Ratifying the finding displayed in this research, the patient when presenting fear, worries and interior problems, develops a negative influence on his recovery, which implies the need of redoubled psychological care.17

It is notorious in reports that the ICU is linked to anxiety and anguish caused by fear of death and the uncertainty of what might happen, evidencing the stigma attached to this sector, resulting in the delay of his recovery. In this sense, it is sure this environment is so stigmatized that interacts negatively with the physical condition of the patient.22 The perception of death and factors that triggers it, result by delaying the physical recovery of the patient, raised initially by the state of fear, nervousness and tension, as highlighted by the participants.

In addition to these factors, physical changes were mentioned that fear triggers, making reliable realization of necessary therapy, such as venipuncture and consequently the administration of drugs in the prescribed time. Thus, there is a delay in the administration of medicines, or even its existence. Exemplifying this fact, the medicine administered outside its correct time at intervals too close or too far apart from each other, resulting in toxic effect to the patient, in addition to those which are no longer administered by prolonging the time of hospitalization.24

Finally,
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are intensified, which triggers a delay in recovery of the patient.

The association with death was because they think admitted to ICU means a one-way street, not allowing them to see a life expectancy. Also, the existence of the peculiarity of their medical condition, often uncertain, the broadcasts that insecurity, in addition to the historical concept of negativity that they have rooted in their cultural origins.

Given this context, it is apparent the importance of this research, both for intensive care professionals as for intensive care patients. This study may serve as an incentive for professionals to run an ever more humanized assistance, taking into consideration the patient in his entirety bio-psychosocial-spiritual. Only in this way, it will be demystified the ICU image as synonymous with death, causing more fear in patients to be transferred to this sector, and therefore renewing their life expectations and hopes in his recovery.
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